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Abstract
Let Gn;g denote the class of all connected graphs on n vertices with !xed girth g. We prove
that if n¿ 3g−1, then the graph which uniquely minimizes the algebraic connectivity over Gn;g
is the unicyclic “lollipop” graph Cn;g obtained by appending a g cycle to a pendant vertex of a
path on n−g vertices. The characteristic set of Cn;g is also discussed. Throughout both algebraic
and combinatorial techniques are used. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a graph with vertex set V={1; 2; : : : ; n} and edge set E. Given a graph G,
its Laplacian matrix L can be de!ned as L=D − A, where D is the diagonal matrix
whose ith diagonal entry is the degree of vertex i of G, and A is the n× n adjacency
matrix of G (that is the (0; 1) matrix with a 1 in position (i; j) if vertices i and j are
adjacent, and a 0 otherwise). A standard result (see [5], for example) is that L is a
symmetric positive semide!nite M -matrix, which is necessarily singular. Moreover, for
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Fig. 1. T (k; l; d).
connected graphs, L has nullity 1 and the null space is spanned by the vector of all
ones, which we denote by e.
In the case of connected graphs the second smallest eigenvalue of L (that is, the
smallest positive eigenvalue of L) is called the algebraic connectivity of G, and is
denoted by (G). This eigenvalue and its associated eigenvectors, called Fiedler
vectors, have been well studied; we refer the reader to [5,7,10,12,16,18,19,20] for
various results on the properties of (G) and Fiedler vectors.
Let y denote a Fiedler vector for a given connected graph G. We denote the
coordinate of y corresponding to the vertex v by y(v). A vertex v is called a charac-
teristic vertex of G if y(v)= 0 and there exists a vertex w, adjacent to v, such that
y(w)=0. We note here that if v is a characteristic vertex, then (by considering the
eigenvalue–eigenvector equation) there are at least two vertices s; t adjacent to v, such
that y(s)¡0 and y(t)¿0. An edge [u; w] with incident vertices u and w is called a
characteristic edge of G if y(u)y(w)¡0. Finally (following the notation of [1]) we
denote by C(G; y) the characteristic set of G with respect to the Fiedler vector y,
which is de!ned to be the set of characteristic vertices and edges of G. When there is
no confusion about the Fiedler vector y, we refer to C(G; y) as the characteristic set
of G. Characteristic vertices of a graph have been investigated previously, see [8,16,19]
and see [1] for a study of C(G; y). For instance, for trees it is known that |C(G; y)|=1
and for unicyclic graphs |C(G; y)|62 (see [1] for more general results dealing with
the cardinality of C(G; y)).
It is well known (see [5]) that removing an edge from a connected graph G cannot
increase the algebraic connectivity. Hence over all connected graphs, the minimum
algebraic connectivity occurs for a tree. Indeed, it is known (see [19]) that (G) is
minimized over all connected graphs by the path on n vertices (denoted by Pn) and
that this minimum is given by 2(1 − cos(=n)). There is also work on minimizing
(G) subject to G having certain graph-theoretic properties. For example in [4] it is
shown that among all trees on n vertices with a !xed diameter d + 1, the minimum
algebraic connectivity is attained by T ((n− d)=2; 	(n− d)=2
; d), where T (k; l; d) is
given in Fig. 1 (see also [17] for some preliminary analysis of this problem). It is also
shown in [4] that T ((n− 2r+1)=2; 	(n− 2r+1)=2
; 2r− 1) minimizes the algebraic
connectivity over all graphs on n vertices having radius r.
In this paper, we continue in the same spirit by considering the problem of
minimizing (G) over the class of connected graphs with a !xed number of vertices n
and having !xed girth g (recall that the girth of a graph is the length of its shortest
cycle). This problem was also considered in [4]; the following result from that paper
establishes the general form of a minimizing graph.
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Fig. 2. Cn; g: Lollipop.
Theorem 1.1. Among all connected graphs on n vertices with 0xed girth g, algebraic
connectivity is minimized by a unicyclic graph of girth g, with the following property:
there are at most two connected components at each vertex on the cycle, and the
component not including the vertices on the cycle (if it exists) is a path.
In [4] the authors conjecture that if G is a connected graph on n vertices with girth
g¿3, then (G)¿(Cn;g), where Cn;g is the lollipop graph shown in Fig. 2, and that
equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to Cn;g. That conjecture is veri!ed in [4]
for the case that g=3; the main result in the present paper is the con!rmation of that
conjecture whenever n¿3g− 1.
2. Preliminaries
One fruitful technique for studying (G) and Fiedler vectors is to exploit the fact
that L is an M -matrix (that is, a matrix with nonpositive oM-diagonal entries and all
eigenvalues having nonnegative real part). Here we use the fact that M -matrices are
closed under extraction of principal submatrices and that a nonsingular M -matrix has
an entry-wise nonnegative (or simply nonnegative) inverse.
To this end, we say that a vertex v (of G) is called a cut-point if G − v, the graph
obtained from G by removing v and all of its incident edges, is disconnected. We
denote the connected components of G − v (called the connected components of G
at v) by C1; C2; : : : ; Ck ; note that k¿2 if and only if v is a cut-point. (In the case
that G is a tree, we also refer to the connected components at v as branches at v.)
For each such component we let L(Ci), i=1; 2; : : : ; k be the principal submatrix of the
Laplacian matrix L corresponding to the vertices of Ci. Since L has nullity 1, it follows
that L(Ci) is invertible and since L is an M -matrix, L(Ci)−1 is a positive matrix, which
is called the bottleneck matrix for Ci. By Perron’s Theorem (see [15] for a discussion
of the Perron–Frobenius Theory) L(Ci)−1 has a simple dominant eigenvalue, called the
Perron value of Ci, denoted by !(L(Ci)−1), and a corresponding eigenvector with all
entries positive, called the Perron vector. We say Cj is a Perron component at v if
its Perron value is maximal among C1; C2; : : : ; Ck , the connected components at v.
A connection between Perron components, bottleneck matrices and algebraic con-
nectivity is described in the following result which recasts some of the results obtained
in [4,16]. Here and throughout we use J to denote the matrix of all ones, while for a
symmetric matrix M; #1(M) denotes its largest eigenvalue.
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose that G is a connected graph with algebraic connectivity (G).
Let v be a cut-point of G, with connected components Ci, i=1; 2; : : : ; k at v, and
suppose that C1 is a Perron component at v. Then there is a unique nonnegative
number x such that
#1(L(C1)−1 − xJ )=!(L(C2)−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L(Ck)−1 ⊕ [0] + x J )= 1(G) :
We remark that in the case that x=0 in the equation above, we interpret !(L(C2)−1⊕
· · ·⊕L(Ck)−1⊕ [0]) as being the maximum of the Perron values of the direct sum-
mands in that nonnegative matrix.
A special case of this result which will be needed later is the next proposition ([16]).
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a connected graph with algebraic connectivity (G).
Suppose that there is an edge with incident vertices i and j that is not on a cycle.
Let Ci be the component at j containing i and Cj be the component at i containing j.
Then Ci is the Perron component at j and Cj is the Perron component at i if and
only if there exists a %∈ (0; 1) such that
1
(G)
=!(L(Ci)−1 − %J )=!(L(Cj)−1 − (1− %)J ):
Further when this holds; (G) is a simple eigenvalue and the characteristic set of G
consists of the edge [i; j].
A useful and immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3 in the case of trees is the
following.
Remark 2.4. Let vertices i and j be de!ned as in Proposition 2.3 and suppose Ci is
the Perron component at j and Cj is the Perron component at i. Form G1 from G by
replacing the component Ci at vertex j by a component C with bottleneck matrix B.
If !(B− %J )¿!(L(Ci)−1 − %J ); for all %∈ (0; 1), then (G1)6(G).
Identi!cation of the Perron components at a vertex helps to determine the location
of the characteristic set in G. The next result can be found in [4].
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a connected graph. Then for any vertex v that is not a
characteristic vertex, the unique Perron component at v contains the vertices in any
characteristic set of G. If v is a characteristic vertex of G, then there are at least
two Perron components at v and in this case
(G)=
1
!(L(C)−1)
;
where C is a Perron component at v.
Suppose that A and B are nonnegative matrices. Then we use the notation AB
to mean that some principal submatrix of A entrywise dominates B, possibly after
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simultaneous permutation of rows and columns of B, with strict inequality in at least
one position in the case that A and B have the same size. A useful fact from Perron–
Frobenius theory is that if A is irreducible and AB, then !(A)¿!(B). This observation
aids in proving various graph perturbation results. The next result is recasted from some
results in [4, Section 2].
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a connected graph with Laplacian matrix L and algebraic
connectivity (G). Suppose v is a cut-point of G, with connected components
C1; C2; : : : ; Ck . Let Ci1 ; Ci2 ; : : : ; Cij be any collection of connected components at v
such that the vertex set of C≡ ⋃ jl=1 Cil does not contain the vertex set of every
Perron component at v. Form a new graph G˜ by replacing C by a single connected
component C˜ at v. Suppose that the bottleneck matrix of C˜ is denoted by M˜ . If
L(C)−1≡MM˜ ; then (G˜)6(G).
Remark 2.7. Suppose in the above theorem that G has the single characteristic vertex
v; that one of the components Cil is a Perron component at v; but C does not include all
of the Perron components at v; if MM˜ ; then in fact (G˜)¡(G). Similarly, suppose
that G has a single characteristic edge which is not on any cycle, and that v is an
endpoint of that edge. If C is the Perron component at v and MM˜ ; then in fact
(G˜)¡(G). Both of these results follow from Theorem 2.2.
One of the bottleneck matrices which arises frequently in the sequel is that for the
path Pl on l vertices, where the vertex v to which the component is joined is adjacent
to an end point of Pl; and where the vertex labels of Pl decrease as we move away
from v. We denote that matrix by Bl; and observe that
Bl=


l l− 1 l− 2 : : : 1
l− 1 l− 1 l− 2 : : : 1
l− 2 l− 2 l− 2 : : : 1
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 1 : : : 1

 :
Let G be a cycle of girth g with vertices 1; 2; : : : ; g and edges {[i; i + 1]: i=1; : : : ;
g− 1}∪ {[g; 1]}. Let L be the Laplacian matrix of G and Qg be the bottleneck matrix
for the graph obtained by deleting the vertex g. The entries of Qg can be obtained by
verifying that the (i; j)th entry of Qg is i(g − j)=g; if i6j and using the fact that Qg
is symmetric.
Before we come to our main results we need some preliminary results. The !rst
result deals with comparing the algebraic connectivity of Cn;g; for diMerent values of g.
In the sequel, we denote the number of vertices in the graph G by |G|.
Lemma 2.8. Fix n and suppose that n¿(3g− 1)=2; with g¿4. Then
(Cn;g)¿(Cn;g−1):
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Fig. 3. C1 and C′.
Proof. Consider the graph Cn;g with n¿(3g − 1)=2; and let v be the only vertex of
degree 3 in the graph. At v, there are exactly 2 components, say C1 and C2; and
suppose C2 is the component that is a path. Then (see [18]) since |C2|=n− g;
!(L(C2)−1)=
1
2[1− cos( 2n−2g+1)]
:
Observe that
L(C1)=


2 −1 0 : : : 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 : : : 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 : : :
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 : : : 0 −1 2 −1
0 : : : 0 0 −1 2


and that L(C1)−1=Qg:
The eigenvalues of L(C1) are well-known and it follows that
!(L(C1)−1)=
1
2[1− cos( g )]
:
Since n¿(3g − 1)=2; C2 is a Perron component at v and so by Proposition 2.5 it
follows that the characteristic set of Cn;g lies on the path (hence, the characteristic set
must be a vertex or an edge). Replace C1 by C′ in Cn;g (see Fig. 3). Let M;M ′ denote
the bottleneck matrices for C1; C′; respectively.
It is readily veri!ed that
M ′=
[
J + Qg−1 e
eT 1
]
and M=L(C1)−1=Qg:
Finally, it is easy to check that M ′ dominates M entrywise and the domination is
strict in the last row. Thus by Remark 2.7, (Cn;g)¿(Cn;g−1); which completes the
proof.
The following lemma shows a domination relationship between two bottleneck ma-
trices corresponding to the two graphs shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4.
Lemma 2.9. Let G1 and G2 be the graphs shown in Fig. 4; and let M1 and M2 be the
corresponding bottleneck matrices obtained by deleting v, respectively. Then M1M2.
Proof. Using Proposition 2.3 of [4] it follows that
M1 =
[
Q2m Q2memeT
eeTmQ2m e
T
mQ2mem J + Bˆl+1
]
; M2 =

 Bˆl+1 Bˆl+1el+1eT
eeTl+1Bˆl+1 (l+ 1)J + Q2m

 ;
where Bˆl+1 is the matrix obtained from Bl+1 by reversing the row and column indices.
Consider the function f: {1; 2; : : : ; 2m+ l} → {1; 2; : : : ; 2m+ l} de!ned as
f(i)=


i if i6m;
i + l+ 1 if m¡i¡2m;
i − m+ 1 if 2m6i62m+ l:
It is now straightforward to determine that the (i; j)th entry of M1 is dominated by
the (f(i); f(j))th entry of M2; with strict domination for the (1,1) entry. As f is a
permutation we are done.
Suppose that we have a connected graph G and a component B at vertex v. Let y be
a Fiedler vector for G. We say that the component B is a positive (respectively, non-
negative, negative) component if y valuates every vertex in B positively (respectively,
nonnegatively, negatively).
The next lemma is concerned with another kind of graph perturbation. The idea
is that extending the length of certain paths at a cut-point decreases the algebraic
connectivity.
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a tree with vertex v such that there are at least two compo-
nents at v that are paths. Assume that there is a Fiedler vector y such that y(v)¿0
and that both of these paths are positive components at v. Let the path lengths be
l1 and l2; with l1¿l2. Then modifying G so that those paths at v have lengths l1 + 1
and l2 − 1; respectively, strictly decreases the algebraic connectivity.
Proof. Suppose v is a vertex of G such that two of the components at v are paths,
say C1=Pl1 and C2=Pl2 . Label the vertices in C1: v1; v2; : : : ; vl1 (in increasing or-
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der according to distance from v) and the vertices in C2: w1; w2; : : : ; wl2 (in the same
manner). Suppose that y is a Fiedler vector of G that valuates the vertices in C1
and C2 positively (the existence of such a vector is guaranteed by the hypothesis).
We claim that for each i=l1 − l2 + 1; : : : ; l1; y(vi)¿y(wj); where j=1; : : : ; l2 − l1 + i;
if l1¿l2; or j=1; : : : ; l2− l1+ i−1; if l1 = l2. Inspection of the eigenvalue–eigenvector
relation for ≡ (G) reveals that the following list of equations hold:
y(vl1−1)= c1y(vl1 ); y(vl1−2)= c2y(vl1−1); : : : ; y(v)= cl1y(v1); where c1; c2; : : : ; cl1 de-
pend only on the entries of L and . It follows from a theorem of Fiedler [7] that
06cj61 for 16j6l1. Similarly, we have y(wl2−1)= c1y(wl2 ); y(wl2−2)= c2y(wl2−1);
: : : ; y(v)= cl2y(w1). The claim can now be readily veri!ed.
Note that by hypothesis the characteristic set of G does not contain any vertices
on C1 or C2; moreover, that characteristic set is either a vertex or an edge. In the
former case we let u be the characteristic vertex while in the latter we let u be the
endpoint of the characteristic edge which is farther from v. Let B be the bottleneck
matrix at u containing v (and C1 and C2). Let QB be the bottleneck matrix for the
component obtained by deleting the edge [wl2 ; wl2−1] and adding the edge [wl2 ; vl1 ].
We claim that !( QB−%J )¿!(B−%J ); for all %∈ (0; 1). Let z be an eigenvector associated
with !(B − %J )≡ r. In [16] it is shown that z is a sub-vector of the Fiedler vector
corresponding to G in the positions given by the component being perturbed, so that
for a vertex a in that component, z(a)=y(a). Observe that we may write
B=

 1 +Mwl2−1 ; wl2−1 eTwl2−1 M
MeTwl2−1 M

 and QB=

 1 +Mvl1 ; vl1 eTv11 M
MeTvl1 M

 ;
where M is a !xed entry-wise nonnegative and positive de!nite matrix that corresponds
to the vertices which are not moved (here the !rst row of B and QB corresponds to the
vertex wl2 ). Hence, the diMerence
zT( QB− %J )z − zT(B− %J )z = y(wl2 )2(Mvl1 ; vl1 −Mwl2−1 ;wl2−1 )
+ 2y(wl2 )(e
T
vl1
Myˆ − eTwl2−1Myˆ);
where z= [(y(wl2 ))=yˆ] is partitioned conformally with B and QB. Moreover, from the
eigenvalue–eigenvector equation for r and B− %J it follows that
y(wl2 )(Mewl2−1 − %e) + (M − %J )yˆ= ryˆ:
Hence
eTvl1Myˆ= ryˆ(vl1 )− y(wl2 )Mvl1 ;wl2−1 + r + re
Tyˆ
and
eTwl2−1Myˆ= ryˆ(wl2−1)− y(wl2 )Mwl2−1 ;wl2−1 + r + re
Tyˆ:
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Fig. 5. Gl1 ; l2 ; g.
Substituting these values in the equation above yields
zT( QB− %J )z − zT(B− %J )z = y(wl2 )2(Mvl1 ; vl1 +Mwl2−1 ; wl2−1 − 2Mvl1 ;wl2−1 )
+ 2y(wl2 )r(yˆ(vl1 )− yˆ(wl2−1))¿0;
since yˆ(vl1 )¿yˆ(wl2−1) and Mvl1 ; vl1 + Mwl2−1 ; wl2−1¿2Mvl1 ; wl2−1 (note that the last in-
equality follows since M is positive de!nite). Thus !( QB−%J )¿!(B−%J ). The desired
result now follows from Remark 2.4.
The !nal series of results for this section are preliminary results that are needed for
the proof of one of the main results in the next section. We present them here for
clarity of exposition. For g¿4 even and l1; l2 nonnegative integers let Gl1 ;l2 ; g denote
the graph in Fig. 5.
Lemma 2.11. Consider the graph Gl1 ; l2 ; g where g¿4 is even, and let l1 ; l2 denote the
algebraic connectivity of Gl1 ; l2 ; g. If there are two characteristic edges on the cycle
then there exist nonnegative integers a and b with a+ b=(g− 2)=2 such that
1
l1 ;l2
= !




Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
a+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Ba
a+1
2 e
T a+1
2
1√
2
eT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1eT 1√2Bae1 Ba

− %


1
2J
1
2e
1√
2
J
1
2e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J




= !




Bl2 +
b+1
2 J
b+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Bb
b+1
2 e
T b+1
2
1√
2
eT1 Bb
1√
2
Bbe1eT 1√2Bbe1 Bb

− (1− %)


1
2J
1
2e
1√
2
J
1
2e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J



 ;
for some %∈ (0; 1).
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If there are two characteristic vertices on the cycle, then there exist nonnegative
integers a and b with a+ b=(g− 4)=2 such that
1
l1 ; l2
= !




Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
a+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Ba
a+1
2 e
T a+1
2
1√
2
eT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1eT 1√2Bae1 Ba




= !




Bl2 +
b+1
2 J
b+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Bb
b+1
2 e
T b+1
2
1√
2
eT1Bb
1√
2
Bbe1eT 1√2Bbe1 Bb



 :
(Remark. If either a or b is zero, we delete the last row and column block in the
appropriate matrix above.)
Proof. The Laplacian matrix of Gl1 ; l2 ; g may be permuted into the form
l1


l2


l3




1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
−1
−1 2 −1
−1 3 −1 −1
−1 2 0 −1
−1 0 2 0 −1
−1 0 2 0 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
−1
2 −1
−1 −1 3 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
2 −1
−1 1


;
and since any Fiedler vector gives the same valuation to the vertices of degree 2 which
are of the same distance from the vertices of degree 3 on the cycle, it follows that
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l1 ; l2 is the smallest eigenvalue of
L˜=


1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
−1
−1 2 −1
−1 3 −
√
2
−
√
2 2 −1
−1 2 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
−1 2 −
√
2
−
√
2 3 −1
−1 2 −1
. . .
. . .
. . .
−1 2 −1
−1 1


and that if the original Fiedler vector is equal to
[vTl1+1 | x1 x1 x2 x2 · · · x(g−2)=2 x(g−2)=2 | vTl2+1]T;
then the eigenvector associated with l1 ;l2 for L˜ is equal to
w˜T= [vTl1+1 |
√
2x1
√
2x2 · · ·
√
2x(g−2)=2 | vTl2+1]T:
Suppose that the cycle contains two characteristic edges. Then there exist nonnegative
integers a and b with a + b=(g − 2)=2 such that vl1+1; x1; : : : ; xa are positive while
xa+1; : : : ; x(g−2)=2; v12+1 are negative. Partition L˜ and w˜ conformally as
L˜=


0
... 0
M1 0
−1 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 −1
0
0
... M2
0


and w˜=
[
w˜1
−w˜2
]
;
in which w˜1; w˜2 are both positive and have orders l1+a+1 and l2+b+1, respectively.
Then the equations
M1w˜1 + (eT1 w˜2)el1+a+1 = l1 ;l2w˜1;
M2w˜2 + (eTl1+a+1w˜1)e1 = l1 ;l2w˜2;
both follow from the eigenvalue–eigenvector relation for L˜ and l1 ; l2 .
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Observe that
[e(l1+1)T |
√
2e(a)T]M1 =
√
2eTl1+a+1;
where e(k) denotes the k-vector of all ones. Whence
(eTl1+a+1w˜1) + (e
T
1 w˜2) = (
√
2)−1l1 ;l2 ([e
(l1+1)T |
√
2e(a)T]w˜1)
= (
√
2)−1l1 ;l2 ([
√
2e(b)T | e(l2+1)T]w˜2);
where the last equality follows since the entries in the original Fielder vector sum to
zero. Set
%=
eT1 w˜2
eT1 w˜2 + e
T
l1+a+1w˜1
and note that
M−11 =


Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
a+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Ba
a+1
2 e
T a+1
2
1√
2
eT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1eT 1√2Bae1 Ba

 :
It follows that:
1
l1 ; l2
w˜1=

M−11 − %


1
2J
1
2e
1√
2
J
1
2e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J



 w˜1
and hence that
1
l1 ; l2
= !




Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
a+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Ba
a+1
2 e
T a+1
2
1√
2
eT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1eT 1√2Bae1 Ba

− %


1
2J
1
2e
1√
2
J
1
2e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J



 :
A similar computation yields the corresponding formula for (1=l1 ; l2 )w˜2, and the con-
clusion follows.
In the case that there are two characteristic vertices on the cycle, then the Fiedler
vector has exactly two zero entries, and the result follows by an analogous
argument.
Henceforth, by Km;g we denote the bottleneck matrix of the labeled graph in
Fig. 6 (here the pendant vertex in the graph is assumed to be adjacent to the root).
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Fig. 6.
Lemma 2.12. Let g¿4 be even and 06/61. Then the Perron value of Kg+l; g − /J
coincides with the Perron value of


g
4 + l + 1− / 1√2 (e
T
1B g−2
2
+ (l + 1− /)eT) eT1Bl+1 − /eT
1√
2
(B g−2
2
e1 + (l + 1− /)e) B g−2
2
+ 2(l + 1− /)J
√
2(eeT1Bl+1 − /J )
Bl+1e1 − /e
√
2(Bl+1e1e
T − /J ) Bl+1 − /J

 :
Proof. Observe that
Kg+l; g=

Mg−22 + (1 + l)J eeT1Bl+1
Bl+1e1eT Bl+1

 ;
in which
Mg−2
2
=
1
g


( g2 )
2 ( g−22 )(
g
2 ) (
g−2
2 )(
g
2 ) · · · ( g2 ) ( g2 )
( g−22 )(
g
2 ) (
g−2
2 )(
g+2
2 ) (
g−2
2 )
2 · · · · · · · · ·
( g−22 )(
g
2 ) (
g−2
2 )
2 ( g−22 )(
g+2
2 ) · · · · · · · · ·
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
( g2 ) · · · · · · · · · g− 1 1
( g2 ) · · · · · · · · · 1 g− 1


:
Each of the 2× 2 blocks in the last g− 2 columns and rows of M(g−2)=2 has constant
row sums, and these sums coincide with the corresponding entries in B(g−2)=2. The
result now follows.
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that k¿g( 2√
2
+ 12) with g¿4, and let l1 + l2 = k; where
16l1; l26k − 1. Then l1 ; l2¿(Cg+k; g).
Proof. First we suppose that the characteristic set of Gl1 ; l2 ; g lies on the one of the
paths (say on the path Pl1 , see Fig. 5). Let G1 be the component at the vertex 1 which
contains Pl2 (note that up to relabeling, G1 is simply the graph G1 shown in Fig. 4).
Let G2 be the graph as shown in Fig. 4. It is known from Lemma 2.9 that M1M2,
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where M1 and M2 are the bottleneck matrices corresponding to G1 and G2, respectively,
and the domination is strict at some entry. Thus replacing the component G1 by the
component G2, we have, by Remark 2.7, l1 ; l2¿(Cg+k; g).
Next, we suppose that Gl1 ; l2 ; g has two characteristic edges on the cycle. Then it
follows from Lemma 2.11 that there exist nonnegative integers a and b with a +
b=(g− 2)=2, such that
l1 ;l2¿
1
!(Bl1+a+1)
and l1 ;l2¿
1
!(Bl2+b+1)
:
According to the proof of Lemma 2.8, since k¿(g − 1)=2 the characteristic set of
Cg+k; g is on the path. We begin by assuming that Cg+k; g has a characteristic edge on
the path, say with end vertices m and m + 1 (where the pendant vertex of Cg+k; g is
labeled with a 1 and where the vertex labels on the path portion of the graph increase
up to k + 1, the vertex of degree 3). Then by Proposition 2.3, there exists a /∈ (0; 1)
for which
(Cg+k; g)=
1
!(Bm − (1− /)J ) =
1
!(Kk−m+g; g − /J ) :
Observe that the inequality desired between l1 ; l2 and (Cg+k; g) follows immediately
if any of the inequalities
l1 + a+ 16m− 1; l2 + b+ 16m− 1; l1 + a+ 16k − m− 1 + g2 ;
or l2 + b+ 16k − m− 1 + g2
hold (the last two follow since Lemma 2.12 implies that !(Kg+l; g)¿!(Pl+g=2)). So
suppose that l1 + a + 1¿m; l2 + b + 1¿m; l1 + a + 1¿k − m + g=2, and
l2 + b + 1¿k − m + g=2. In particular, suppose that l1 + a + 1= k − m + g=2 Then
(by Lemma 2.11)
1
l1 ;l2
6!




a+1
2
a+1
2 e
T 1√
2
eT1Ba
a+1
2 e Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
1√
2
eeT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1 1√2Bae1e
T Ba



 :
On the other hand,
1
(Cg+k; g)
¿!




g
4 + k − m 1√2 (e
T
1Bg−2
2
+ (k − m)eT) eT1Bk−m
∗ Bg−2
2
+ 2(k − m)J
√
2eeT1Bk−m
∗ ∗ Bk−m



 :
(Here and elsewhere, the ∗ blocks are deduced from the fact that the matrices are
symmetric.) Note that (a+1)=26g=4 and that since k−m+g=2¿m, we have m6k=2+
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g=4, so that k−m¿k=2−g=4. Thus k−m+1¿k=2−g=4¿g=√2¿(a+1)√2, from which
it follows that the second matrix entry-wise dominates the !rst with strict inequality
in at least one position, so in particular
(Cg+k; g)¡l1 ;l2 :
A similar argument applies if l2 + b+ 1= k −m+ g=2, so henceforth we assume that
each of l1 + a + 1 and l2 + b + 1 is at least k − m + g=2 + 1. This then implies that
l1 + a+ 1= l2 + b+ 1=m= k − m+ g=2 + 1. If there exists a %∈ (0; 1) such that
1
l1 ;l2
= !




Bl1 +
a+1
2 J
a+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Ba
a+1
2 e
T a+1
2
1√
2
eT1Ba
1√
2
Bae1eT 1√2Bae1 Ba

− %


1
2 J
1
2e
1√
2
J
1
2e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J



 ;
with %¿1− /, then we have (Cg+k; g)= 1=!(Pm− (1− /)J )61=!(Pm− %J )¡l1 ; l2 (by
entry-wise domination). If however, %¡1− /, then
1
l1 ;l2
= !




Bl2 +
b+1
2 J
b+1
2 e
1√
2
eeT1Bb
b+1
2 e
T b+1
2
1√
2
eT1Bb
1√
2
Bbe1e
T 1√
2
Bbe1 Bb

− (1− %)


1
2 J
1
2 e
1√
2
J
1
2 e
T 1
2
1√
2
eT
1√
2
J 1√
2
e J




¡ !




b+1
2
b+1
2 e
T 1√
2
eT1Bb
b+1
2 e Bl2 +
b+1
2 J
1√
2
eeT1Bb
1√
2
Bbe1
1√
2
Bbe1e
T Bb

− /


1
2
1
2 e
T 1√
2
eT
1
2 e
1
2 J
1√
2
J
1√
2
e 1√
2
J J




= !




b+1−/
2
b+1−/
2 e
T b+1−/
2 e
T 1√
2
(eT1Bb − /eT)
∗ B g−2
2
+ (l2 − g−22 )J + b+1−/2 J eeT1 (Bl2−
( g−2
2
) + b+1−/2 J ) 1√2 eeT1 (Bb − /J )
∗ ∗ B
l2−
( g−2
2
) + b+1−/2 J 1√2 eeT1 (Bb − /J )
∗ ∗ ∗ Bb − /J




6 !




g
4 − / + k − m + 1
1√
2
(eT1B g−2
2
+(k + 1− m− /)eT)
eT1 (B
l2−
( g−2
2
)
+(b + 2(k − m + 1− /))eT)
e1Bb − /eT
∗
B g−2
2
+
2(k + 1− m− /)J
eeT1 (B
l2−
( g−2
2
)
+(b + 2(k − m + 1− /))e)
eeT1 (Bb − /J )
∗ ∗
B
l2−
( g−2
2
) + bJ
+2(k − m + 1− /)J
√
2eeT1 (Bb − /J )
∗ ∗ ∗ Bb − /J




:
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Applying Lemma 2.12, we !nd that this last matrix is dominated entrywise by
a nonnegative matrix whose Perron value coincides with that of Kk−m+g; g − /J ,
the domination following from the facts that (b + 1)=2 − /=26g=4 − / + k − m + 1
(since 3/=2626k−m+1 and (b+1)=26g=4), and (b+1)=2−/=26(1=√2)(k+2−m−/)
(since (
√
2−1)/6√2−16√2(k+2−m)− (b+1)), and l2− (g−2)=2+(b+1)=2−
/=262(k − m + 1 − /) (since 3/=26k − m + 1 + (b − 1)=2), and (b + 1)=2 − /=26
b+ 2(k − m+ 1− /) (since 3/=262k − 2m+ 2 + (b− 1)=2).
Consequently, we have
1
l1 ; l2
¡!(Kk−m+g; g − /J )= 1(Cg+k; g) ;
yielding the desired inequality. The remaining cases — that Gl1 ;l2 ; s has 2 characteristic
vertices on the cycle, or that Cg+k;g has a characteristic vertex on the path, follow by
similar arguments.
3. The main result
We begin this section by discussing some facts about the algebraic connectivity of
trees. Later, we use these results to prove our main result.
Let T be a tree and [u; w] be an edge in T . Let T − [u; w] =Tu ∪ Tw, where u∈Tu
and w∈Tw. Suppose that v is a vertex in Tw. The graph resulting by adding the edge
[u; v] to Tu ∪ Tw shall be referred as the graph obtained by moving the component Tu
of T at the vertex w to the vertex v.
The following is an easy application of Theorem 1 of [17] and Remark 2.7.
Proposition 3.14. Let T be a tree, y be a Fiedler vector, S be the corresponding
characteristic set and B be a positive component at some vertex of T . Let u; v∈B
and suppose that u is closer to the characteristic set than v. Let Bu be a positive
component of T at u such that v =∈Bu. Let T ′ be the tree obtained from T by moving
Bu to v. Then the following are true:
(i) (T ′)¡(T );
(ii) the characteristic set S ′ of T ′ lies on the path joining S and v. If S ′ is a vertex,
then it is not v.
Remark. Item (i) of Proposition 3.14 can also be found in [11].
Lemma 3.15. Suppose T is a tree, y is a Fiedler vector and S is the corresponding
characteristic set. Let u; v be two vertices of T such that y(u)¿0 and y(v)¡0; so that
S lies on the path P joining u and v. Let B1; B2; : : : ; Bk be the nonnegative components
of T − P and C1; C2; : : : ; Cr be the negative components of T − P. Let T ′ be the tree
obtained from T by moving all of the Bi’s to u and all of the Cj’s to v. Assume that
in T; at least one Bi is not a component at u; or least one Cj is not a component at
v. Then (T ′)¡(T ) and the characteristic set S ′ of T ′ lies on the path P. If S ′ is
a vertex it is neither u nor v.
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Proof. If S is an edge or a vertex of degree 2, then T − P has only positive and
negative components, so repeated application of Proposition 3.14 leads us to the result.
So, assume that S is a vertex z of degree m¿2. Let D1; D2; : : : ; Dm−2 be the compo-
nents at z which do not contain vertices of P. Obtain T1 from T by deleting all these
components. The vertex z is the characteristic vertex in T1, since in T1 we have two
Perron components at z of equal Perron value. Thus (T1)= (T ). Since the degree of
z is 2, following the discussion in the !rst paragraph of the proof, we arrive at a tree
T ′1 , obtained from T1 by moving all of the positive components of T1 − P to u and all
of the negative components to v, such that (T ′1 )6(T1). Let T
′ be the tree obtained
from T ′1 by adding all of the nonnegative components of Di, i=1; : : : ; m − 2 to the
vertex u and by adding all of the negative components of Di, i=1; : : : ; m − 2 to the
vertex v. It now follows from Remark 2.7 that (T ′)¡(T ′1 ).
Lemma 3.16. Let T be a tree such that exactly one vertex v of T is of degree 3.
Suppose that P1; P2 and P3 are the components of T − v; where Pi are paths such
that |P3|¿|P2|¿|P1|¿k; for some positive integer k. Consider the tree T ′ described
below:
(i) |T |=|T ′|;
(ii) exactly one vertex u of T ′ is of degree 3;
(iii) there are 3 components P′1 ; P
′
2 ; P
′
3 of T
′ − u such that each of them is a path
and |P′1 |= |P′2 |= k.
Then (T ′)6(T ); and equality holds only when |P2|= k.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on m= |P1| + |P2| − 2k. For m=0 the
statement is obvious.
Suppose that m¿1, and that whenever T is a tree satisfying the description in the
statement with |P1|+ |P2|−2k¡m, we have (T ′)6(T ), where T ′ is the tree obtained
from T as described in the statement.
Let T be a tree of the above type (see Fig. 7) satisfying |P1|+|P2|−2k =m. Since P3
is the longest path at v, it follows that the union of the other two components does not
contain vertices from each Perron branch at v. Obtain T ∗ from T by moving the com-
ponent P1 to the vertex 1. Using Remark 2.7 at the vertex v we see that (T ∗)¡(T ).
The components at vertex 1 of T ∗ are P1; P∗2 (the component which contains the ver-
tex 2), and P∗3 the component which contains P3. Clearly, |P∗2 |= |P2| − 1¿k, since
|P2| is strictly larger than k and |P∗3 |= |P3| + 1. Thus for T ∗, |P∗1 |6|P∗2 |6|P∗3 | or
|P∗2 |6|P∗1 |6|P∗3 | and |P∗1 |+ |P∗2 |− 2k =m− 1. Thus applying the induction hypothesis
to T ∗ we are done.
Lemma 3.17. Let T be a tree and v be a vertex of degree k¿3. Let Ti; i=1; 2; : : : ; k
be the components of T at the vertex v. Let T ∗ be the tree such that
(i) v is a vertex of T ∗ of degree k and
(ii) the components of T ∗ at v are paths Pi; where |Pi|= |Ti|; i=1; 2; : : : ; k.
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Fig. 7.
Then (T ∗)6(T ); and the inequality is strict if one of the Perron branches at v is
not a path.
Proof. Let m be the number of vertices in T with degree at least 3. We proceed by
induction on m, and note that the case that m=1 is trivial. So suppose that the result
holds for a tree with q vertices of degree at least 3 for each 16q6m− 1, and that T
has m such vertices.
Suppose that there is a branch C at v which is not the unique Perron branch at
v, and which is not a path. Form T1 from T by replacing C by a path on the same
number of vertices; applying the fact proved in [18] that the bottleneck matrix for C is
dominated entrywise by that for the path, we !nd from Theorem 2.6 that (T1)6(T ).
Note that if C is a Perron branch, then by using Remark 2.7 we have (T1)¡(T ).
Since T1 has fewer than m vertices of degree at least 3, the induction hypothesis now
yields that (T ∗)6(T1)6(T ). (Further, in the case that C is a Perron branch, we
have (T ∗)¡(T ).)
Now suppose that there is a unique Perron branch at v, and that it is the only branch
at v which is not a path. Let u be a vertex (in that Perron component) closest to v
which has degree at least 3 and observe that each intermediate vertex on the path
between u and v has degree 2. Suppose that the branch B at u containing v is a Perron
branch. Then the characteristic set of T lies on the path from u to v. Thus T has either
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a characteristic vertex or a characteristic edge on that path. In the former case, let w
be the characteristic vertex; in the latter let w be the endpoint of the edge furthest
from u. Note that T ∗ is formed from T by replacing the union of the branches at u not
containing v by a single path on the corresponding number of vertices; an application
of Remark 2.7 to the corresponding branch at vertex w now shows that (T ∗)¡(T ).
Finally, suppose that B is not a Perron branch at u, and let C be a Perron branch
at u. Form T2 from T by replacing the union of the branches at u, except for B and
C, by a single path P on the corresponding number of vertices. Again, Theorem 2.6
applies, and we !nd that (T2)6(T ); further B is not a Perron branch at u in T2.
Observe also that in T2, vertex u has degree 3 and that there are at most m vertices
of degree at least 3. Selecting a Fiedler vector y for T2 so that y(u)¿0, we !nd that
B is a nonnegative branch at u and that one of C or P is positive. We now form T3
by moving B to a pendant vertex on either C or P, whichever branch is positive. It
follows from Remark 2.7 that (T3)¡(T2). Note also that the degree of u in T3 is 2,
so that T3 has fewer than m vertices of degree at least 3. An application of the induction
hypothesis now shows that (T ∗)6(T3)¡(T2)6(T ).
Lemma 3.18. Let T be a tree, y be a Fiedler vector and 1; 2; : : : ; r be vertices in
T such that y(1)=y(2)= · · ·=y(r). Let E={[i; j]: i; j=1; 2; : : : ; r; i = j; [i; j] =∈T}.
Let G be a graph obtained by adding some of the edges in E to T . Then (G)= (T ).
Proof. Since G is formed from T by adding edges, (G)¿(T ). On the other hand, the
Fiedler vector y of T is also an eigenvector of L(G) corresponding to the eigenvalue
(T ). Thus (T ) is a positive eigenvalue of L(G), and hence (T )¿(G).
Theorem 3.19. Let G be a unicyclic graph on n vertices with cycle [1; 2; : : : ; g; 1].
(Assume that G is not isomorphic to Cn;g.) Suppose that for i=1; : : : ; g; the com-
ponent at the vertex not containing any vertex of the cycle is a path, say Pi. Let
|P1|=max{|Pi |: i=1; : : : ; g}; and suppose that |P1|¿(g− 1)=2.
(i) If g is odd, then (G)¿(Cn;g). The inequality is strict if either
(a) |P1|¿(g− 1)=2 or
(b) |P1|=(g− 1)=2 and |Pk |¿0; for some k ∈{2; : : : ; g}; k =(g+ 1)=2; (g+ 3)=2.
(ii) If g is even, assume that at least one of |Pi |; i = 2; 3; : : : ; g; i =(g + 2)=2; is
positive. Then (G)¿(Cn;g).
Proof. (i) Let T be the tree obtained by deleting the edge [(g+ 1)=2; (g+ 3)=2] from
G; note that (G)¿(T ). Let T ∗ be obtained from T by replacing the components
of T at the vertex 1 by paths on the same number of vertices; applying Lemma 3.17
to T at vertex 1 we get (T ∗)6(T ). Now let T1 be the tree on n vertices such
that T1 has exactly one vertex, call it 1, of degree 3 and the components of T1 at
1 are paths P′1 ; P
′
2 ; P
′
3 where |P′3 |¿|P′2 |= |P′1 |=(g − 1)=2. Applying Lemma 3.16 we
have (T1)6(T ∗). Thus we have (T1)6(T ∗)6(T ). Note that if (a) holds then
necessarily there are at least two components in T (and hence in T ∗) at vertex 1 on
more than (g−1)=2 vertices, so that in fact (T1)¡(T ∗) by Lemma 3.16. If (b) holds
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and there are at least two components in T at 1 with more than (g − 1)=2 vertices,
then again (T1)¡(T ∗), while if (b) holds and there is just one component in T at
1 with more than (g − 1)=2 vertices, then by Lemma 3.17, (T ∗)¡(T ) since then
the Perron component at vertex 1 in T is not a path. Thus we see that if either (a) or
(b) holds, then (T1)¡(T ). Further, the characteristic set of T1 lies on P′3 , since P
′
3 is
the longest path (|P′3 |¿(g − 1)=2) among the three. Thus any Fiedler vector valuates
the end vertices of P′1 and P
′
2 equally. Now adding an edge between those two end
vertices and applying Lemma 3.18 we !nd that (Cn; g)= (T1), yielding the result in
this case.
(ii) Let |Pk |¿0, for some 26k6g=2. Let T be the tree obtained by deleting the
edge [g=2; (g + 2)=2] from G and note that (G)¿(T ). Now we proceed as in item
(i) above (i.e., apply Lemma 3.17 to T at vertex 1, then apply Lemma 3.16 and
then Lemma 3.18) to obtain (T )¿(Cn;g+1). An application of Lemma 2.8 gives that
(Cn;g)¡(Cn;g+1).
Theorem 3.20. Let G be a unicyclic graph of girth g on n vertices with cycle
[1; 2; : : : ; g; 1]. Suppose that n¿3g − 1 and that for i=1; : : : ; g, the component
at vertex i not containing any vertex of the cycle is a path; say Pi. Suppose that
max{|Pi|: i=1; : : : ; g}¡g=2. Then (G)¿(Cn;g). Equality holds if and only if G
is isomorphic to Cn;g.
Proof. Suppose that G is not isomorphic to Cn;g. Let T be the tree obtained from G by
deleting the edge [1; g] from the cycle, and note that (T )6(G). The tree T is simply
the path [1; 2; : : : ; g] and diMerent paths Pi attached to each vertex i, i=1; : : : ; g. Since
|Pi|¡g=2 for each i, it follows that the Perron branch at vertex i is not Pi. Thus the
characteristic set of T is located on the path from vertex 1 to vertex g. An application
of Lemma 3.15 reveals that there exists a vertex k such that if T ′ is the tree obtained
by taking the path [1; 2; : : : ; g] and then attaching paths P2; P3; : : : ; Pk to vertex 1 and
attaching paths Pk+1; : : : ; Pg−1 to vertex g, then (T ′)6(T ). Since n¿3g − 1 one of
P2; : : : ; Pg−1 is nonempty so by Remark 2.7, in fact (T ′)¡(T ). Further Lemma 3.15
also shows that the characteristic set of T ′ lies on the path [1; 2; : : : ; g] and if it is a
vertex, it is neither 1 nor g. In particular, for a Fiedler vector y, we have y(1)y(g)¡0.
Moreover, the (non-Perron) paths attached to vertex 1 are all positive if and only if
y(1)¿0, and the non-Perron paths at vertex g are all negative if and only if y(g)¡0.
Let n1; n2 be the number of vertices in {P1; : : : ; Pk} and {Pk+1; : : : ; Pg} respectively.
Since n¿3g − 1, it follows that either n1¿g or n2¿g. Without loss of generality,
we suppose that n1¿g and that y(1)¿0, so that P1; : : : ; Pk are positive paths. Since
max{|Pi| : i=1; : : : ; g}6(g− 1)=2, we have k¿3. Suppose that |P1|¿|P2|¿ · · ·¿|Pk |.
Since these paths are valuated with the same sign from the Fielder vector, by
Lemma 2.10, extending the length (by one) of a longer path (P1 or P2) while de-
creasing the length (by one) of a shorter path (any of P3; : : : ; Pk) strictly decreases the
algebraic connectivity. Iterate this process until we have constructed a tree T ′′ whose
non-Perron components at vertex 1 consist of two paths |P′′1 | and |P′′2 | each of length
g=2, and possibly some other paths P′′3 ; : : : ; P′′j each of length less than g=2, and such
that the cardinality of the vertex sets of P1 ∪ · · · ∪Pk and P′′1 ∪ · · · ∪P′′j (j6k) agree.
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Note that (T ′′)¡(T ′). Denote the Perron component at vertex 1 in T ′′ by C, and
form T ∗ from T ′′ by replacing C at vertex 1 by a component consisting of a path on
|C| vertices; note that in T ∗ the unique Perron component at vertex 1 is the path on |C|
vertices. Applying Lemma 3.17, at vertex 1 of T ′′ we !nd that (T ∗)6(T ′′). Finally,
construct QT from T ∗ by replacing the components P′′1 ∪ · · · ∪P′′j by a single component
D on the same number of vertices such that D has a single vertex v of degree 3, while
all others have smaller degree, and such that the two branches at v not containing
vertex 1 are P′′1 and P
′′
2 . It is straightforward to see that Theorem 2.6 applies, so that
( QT )6(T ∗). Further, at vertex v of QT , the two paths of length g=2 are isomorphic
and positive, and so by adding an edge between their respective pendant vertices, the
algebraic connectivity is unchanged, by Lemma 3.18. Consequently, if g is odd, we
have (Cn;g)= ( QT )¡(G), while if g is even, then (Cn;g)¡(Cn;g+1)= ( QT )¡(G),
the !rst inequality following from Lemma 2.8.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.21. Let G be a connected graph on n vertices with cycle of girth g such
that n¿3g − 1. Then (G)¿(Cn;g). Equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic
to Cn;g.
Proof. Let Gn; g denote the class of all connected unicyclic graphs on n vertices with
!xed girth g, that have the following property: there are at most two connected com-
ponents at every vertex on the cycle and the component not including the vertices on
the cycle (if it exists) is a path. From Theorem 1.1 we know that for the graph G
there exists a graph H in Gn; g such that (H)6(G). Thus it is suScient to prove the
desired result for any graph in Gn; g.
Let G ∈Gn; g; [1; 2; : : : ; g; 1] be the cycle of G and P1; P2; : : : ; Pg be the paths attached
to the vertices 1; 2; : : : ; g, respectively. Suppose that G is not isomorphic to Cn;g.
Case 1. Pi¿g=2 for at least one i∈{1; : : : ; g}.
If g is odd then the result follows from Theorem 3.19(i). Observe that the inequality
is strict if |P1|¿(g − 1)=2. Further, if |P1|=(g − 1)=2, then necessarily |Pk |¿0 since
n¿3g− 1, and again the inequality is strict.
On the other hand let g be even, and suppose that P1 is the path such that |P1|¿g=2.
If the only nonempty paths are P1 and P(g+2)=2, and g¿10, then the result follows from
Theorem 2.13. The only other cases are: g=10; n=29; g=8; n=
23; g=6; n=17; and g=4; n=11. The result has been veri!ed using Matlab for
each of these remaining cases.
The only other case is that there is a nonempty path Pk where k =1; (g+ 2)=2; the
result then follows from Theorem 3.19(ii).
Case 2. Pi¡g=2 for each i=1; : : : ; g.
This case is precisely Theorem 3.20.
We already know that for the class of connected graphs on n vertices with girth 3,
the unique minimizer of the algebraic connectivity is isomorphic to Cn;3. For girth
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Fig. 8. Cn; 4.
g=4, using Theorem 3.21, we see that we only have to verify the conjecture for the
graphs G ∈Gn;4 with number of vertices n¡3g− 1. We know by Theorem 3.19 that a
graph G ∈Gn;4 which has a path of length more than 1 attached to one of the vertices
on the cycle, has (G) larger then (Cn;4). Thus we need to verify the conjecture for
only 4 non-isomorphic graphs, shown in Fig. 8.
We present here a veri!cation of the conjecture for the graphs in Fig. 8. Using the
technique of Lemma 2.11, it follows that
1
(G2)
= !



 32 12
1
2
1
2



 :
On the other hand, applying Theorem 2.2 to the vertex of C6;4 with degree 3, we !nd
that for some nonnegative x,
1
(C6;4)
= #1
([
2 1
1 1
]
− xJ
)
=!




3
4
1
4
1
2 0
1
4
3
4
1
2 0
1
2
1
2 1 0
0 0 0 0


+ xJ


:
Observe that if 06x¡ 12 then
!



 32 12
1
2
1
2



¡#1
([
2 1
1 1
]
− xJ
)
;
while if x¿ 12 , then
!



 32 12
1
2
1
2



¡!




1 + 2x 12 + x x
1 + 2x 1 + x x
2x x x



= !




3
4
1
4
1
2 0
1
4
3
4
1
2 0
1
2
1
2 1 0
0 0 0 0


+ xJ


;
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the last equality following from the fact that when we partition out the !rst two rows
and columns of

3
4
1
4
1
2 0
1
4
3
4
1
2 0
1
2
1
2 1 0
0 0 0 0


+ xJ;
we generate a matrix with constant row sums in each block. Thus we see that
(G2)¿(C6;4). Now, due to symmetry, G3 has a Fiedler vector with characteristic
set {2; 4}. Thus the valuation of the vertex 6 by the Fielder vector is 0 and so
(G3)= (G2)¿(C6;4)¿(C7;4):
A similar argument reveals that (G4)¿(C8;4). Finally, note that (G1)¿(G3)=
(G2)¿(C6;4).
In general for girth g¿4 the graphs which are not readily veri!ed in this paper are
described in the following class.
Cn; g ≡
{
G ∈Gn; g: n¡3g− 1; |Pi|¡g− 12 ; i=1; : : : ; g
}∖
{
Gl1 ; l2 ; g: l1 + l2¿g
(
2√
2
+
1
2
)}
;
where Gl1 ; l2 ; g is the graph in Fig. 5. One could numerically verify the conjecture for
these few graphs by using a standard mathematical package.
4. Characteristic set for Cn;g
In this section we investigate the characteristic set of the class of graphs Cn;g. By
considering Perron components, it is straightforward to determine the qualitative be-
havior of the characteristic set of Cn;g as a function of n: for small values of n, the
characteristic set is found on the cycle, while as n increases, the characteristic set
moves onto the “path” portion of Cn;g. We show in Theorem 4.24 that for all suS-
ciently large n, the characteristic set is the edge e on the path portion of Cn;g such
that the connected components of Cn;g − {e} have vertex sets whose cardinalities are
as nearly equal as possible.
Our !rst result approximates the Perron value of a certain component of Cn;g. Recall
that Bm is the bottleneck matrix for the path on m vertices, and Km;g is the bottleneck
matrix for the component on m vertices which consists of a cycle of length g with
an m − g path attached to one vertex on the cycle (where the pendant vertex of
Km;g is adjacent to the vertex at which the component is rooted). Since the algebraic
connectivity of a path on 2m+1 vertices is the least among the algebraic connectivity
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of connected graphs on 2m + 1 vertices, it is not diScult to see that by considering
the components at the middle vertex that !(Bm)¿!(Km;g). The following result gives
information on the diMerence !(Bm)− !(Km;g).
Theorem 4.22.
!(Bm)¡!(Km;g) +
g(g− 1)2
2m+ 1
:
Proof. We label the vertices of the component corresponding to Pm such that the indices
are decreasing away from the root vertex, while for Km;g we use the labeling in Fig. 6.
Let u be the Perron vector for Bm, normalized so that uTu=1. It is known (see [9] for
example) that u is proportional to the vector whose ith entry is cos(2i − 1)3, where
3= =(2(2m+ 1)).
Thus for 16i6m; u(i)= (1=4)(cos(2i − 1)3), where 42=∑mi=1 cos2(2i − 1)3. Now
m∑
i=1
cos2(2i − 1)3= m
2
+
1
2
m∑
i=1
cos(2i − 1) (23)= m
2
+
1
2
(
1
2
sin 4m3
sin 23
)
;
the last equality follows from [13, p. 30]. Substituting the value of 3 now yields
42 = (2m+ 1)=4.
From the structures of Bm and Km;g we !nd that
Bm − Km;g=
[
1
gdd
T 0
0 0
]
;
where dT= [g − 1; g − 2; : : : ; 2; 1]. Letting v be the vector consisting of the !rst g − 1
entries of u, we thus have
!(Bm)= uTPmu = uTKm;gu+
1
g
(vTd)26!(Km;g)
+
1
g42
(
g−1∑
i=1
(g− i) cos(2i − 1)3
)2
¡!(Km;g) +
1
g42
(
g−1∑
i=1
(g− i)
)2
= !(Km;g) +
g(g− 1)2
442
:
The result now follows by substituting the value for 42.
Corollary 4.23. If
m¿
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
16
;
then !(Km;g)¿!(Bm−1).
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Proof. For any k ∈N, we have
!(Bk)=
1
2(1− cos(=(2k + 1)))
(see [9], for example). Applying Theorem 4.22, we see that
!(Km;g)¿!(Bm)− g(g− 1)
2
2m+ 1
;
evidently we need only establish that
1
(1− cos(=(2m+ 1))) −
1
(1− cos(=(2m− 1)))¿
2g(g− 1)2
2m+ 1
:
From Taylor’s theorem we see that if 3∈ (0; =2) then
32
2
− 3
4
4!
61− cos(3)63
2
2
;
so that
2
32
6
1
1− cos(3)6
2
32
(
12
12− 32
)
:
Applying the lower bound with 3= =(2m+1) and the upper bound with 3= =(2m−1),
it follows that:
1
(1− cos(=2m+ 1)) −
1
(1− cos(=2m− 1))
¿
2
2
(
(2m+ 1)2 − (2m− 1)
4
(2m− 1)2 − 2=12
)
=
2
2
(
32m3 − (32 + 2=3)m2 + (8− 2=3)m− 2=12
4m(m− 1) + 1− 2=12
)
:
A straightforward computation shows that(
32m3 − (32 + 2=3)m2 + (8− 2=3)m− 2=12
4m(m− 1) + 1− 2=12
)
¿8m− 1;
while the hypothesis on m implies that
8m− 1
2
¿
g(g− 1)2
2m+ 1
:
The result now follows.
Theorem 4.24. Consider the graph Cm;g, labeled as in Fig. 9. If
m¿
−19 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
16
;
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Fig. 9.
then C2m+1; g has characteristic edge [m;m+ 1], while if
m¿
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
16
;
then C2m;g has characteristic edge [m;m+ 1]. In particular; if
n¿
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
8
;
then Cn;g has characteristic edge [n=2; n=2+ 1].
Proof. First we consider C2m+1; g. At vertex m+ 1 of the graph there are two compo-
nents: that containing vertex m, with bottleneck matrix Bm, and that containing vertex
m+2, with bottleneck matrix Km;g. Since Bm−Km;g is a nonnegative rank one positive
semide!nite matrix, we !nd that !(Bm)¿!(Km;g), so that the Perron component at
vertex m + 1 is the component containing vertex m. At vertex m, we have the com-
ponent containing the vertex m+ 1 with bottleneck matrix Km+1; g, and the component
containing vertex m− 1 with bottleneck matrix Bm−1. Since
m+ 1¿
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
16
;
we have from Corollary 4.23 that !(Km+1; g)¿!(Bm)¿!(Bm−1), and so the Perron
component at vertex m contains the vertex m + 1. Thus vertices m and m + 1 satisfy
the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3, so we !nd that the characteristic edge of C2m+1; g is
[m;m+ 1].
Next we consider C2m;g. At vertex m+1 of the graph the relevant bottleneck matrices
are Bm and Km−1; g; as above !(Bm)¿!(Bm−1)¿!(Km−1; g) so that the Perron compo-
nent at vertex m+ 1 contains vertex m. Similarly, at vertex m the relevant bottleneck
matrices are Km;g and Bm−1; applying Corollary 4.23 shows that !(Km;g)¿!(Bm−1), so
that the Perron component at vertex m contains vertex m−1. Applying Proposition 2.3,
we !nd that the characteristic set of C2m;g is the edge [m;m+ 1]. The !nal statement
of the theorem now follows readily.
Corollary 4.25. Suppose that
n¿
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
8
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Table 1
g n0(g) Bg g n0(g) Bg
3 5 5.0807 7 21 24.5638
4 7 9.0581 8 27 30.7277
5 11 13.6802 9 35 37.3262
6 17 18.8673 10 41 44.3324
and let m= n=2. Then
2
(
1− cos
(

2m− 1
))
¿(Cn;g)¿2
(
1− cos
(

2m+ 1
))
:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.24 we see that vertices m and m+ 1 satisfy the
hypotheses of Proposition 2.3. Thus there exists %∈ (0; 1) such that
1
(Cn;g)
= !(Bm − %J ):
As a result,
!(Bm)¿
1
(Cn;g)
¿!(Bm−1);
the !nal equality following from the fact that Bm − J is a direct sum of Bm−1 and
the 1× 1 zero matrix. The bounds on (Cn;g) now follow from the fact that for each
k ∈N,
!(Bk)=
1
2(1− cos(=(2k + 1))) :
From Theorem 4.24, we see that there exists n0(g)∈N such that if n¿n0(g), then
the characteristic set of Cn;g (labeled as in Fig. 9) is the edge [n=2; n=2+ 1]; that
theorem also provides an upper bound on n0(g). Table 1 exhibits, for a few small
values of g, the precise value of n0(g) (found from MATLAB computations), as well
as the bound
Bg=
−3 +
√
162g(g− 1)2 + 10
8
:
For these values of g at least, we see that Bg compares favorably with n0(g).
Informed by Theorem 4.24, one might speculate that if the characteristic set of Cn;g
is the edge [n=2; n=2+1], then for all k¿n, the characteristic set of Ck;g is the edge
[k=2; k=2+ 1]. However, computations reveal that this is not always the case: For
instance C15;9 has characteristic edge [ 152 ;  152  + 1]= [7; 8], while the characteristic
set of C16;9 is [7; 8] = [ 162 ;  162 + 1]. An examination of the proof of Theorem 4.24
suggests that it is “easier” for Cn;g to have the characteristic edge [n=2; n=2 + 1]
when n is odd than when n is even.
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